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After Daras Quran & duahs on Thursday 17 May 2012, Hazrat Muhyiuddin Khalifatullah Munir 
Azim (atba) gave a one-hour discourse based on the divine revelations he received concerning such 
prophecies which shall affect both the world and Mauritius.     
    
He called the attention of his disciples and the world that the situation of the world and that 
of Mauritius also is worsening, day by day.     
    
INTERNATIONALINTERNATIONALINTERNATIONALINTERNATIONAL    
    
1. Many superpowers shall become powerless. They used to take themselves as God on earth. 
They used to do whatever they wanted. Allah (twa) in this era with the advent of His 
humble servant shall bring to their knees all those countries who take themselves as wealthy 
and powerful, especially those who have plans to harm this humble servant in this era.     
    
Huzur (atba) called the attention of our brothers and sisters that many of those superpowers 
are in regular contact with the official website of the Jamaat Ul Sahih Al Islam. He says that 
not all of them are against us. There are many who are seekers of Truth. As for those who are 
hatching plans against us, Allah shall render them powerless, for they are plotting against the 
Chosen Servant of Allah, the ambassador and representative of Allah on earth.     
    
2. In the coming days, you shall see that the world shall face severe economic problems.     
    
3. There are countries which did not only legalize abortion, prostitution but there are big 
countries which have already legalized homosexuality, that is, same-sex marriage. Huzur 
(atba) spoke against the negative talk and step of a supposed President of a great 
“superpower” nation who said that every person has a taste (for something) and that we have 
to respect their taste (their choice). Now this situation has been legalized and man is 
marrying man, and this is verily true concerning the female sex also (that is, lesbianism). 
This “disease” is affecting all religions throughout the world.    
    
Huzur (atba) moreover talked about how people are changing their sex and appearance – man 
becoming woman and vice-versa. They have changed the natural way in which Allah has 
created them. Huzur (atba) condemned this practice and said that this is a serious issue with 
grievous consequences. These people, when they change their sex, they just cannot fashion 
themselves like Allah formed them. Therefore, there shall be catastrophe over catastrophe, 
(divine) curse over curse, famine over famine, and he said: “I have to say that ‘Qayamat aaya 
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hein’ (the hour is coming)”. This does not mean that such Hour will come at once, but the 
degradation of the world is coming step by step. Look at the social and familial degradation 
being witnessed. Immorality is everywhere. They (the people, the so-called great nations) are 
encouraging man to marry man, and laws are coming further to encourage the legal marriage 
of lesbians.      
    
This era is such an era which combines all past eras. Whenever there was an evil in such an 
era and for such a country, Allah sent His Elect to such a place for reformation of these 
people. Do not think that the era in which we are living and in which Allah has raised His 
humble messenger is an easy era. His humble servant has a great task to accomplish. Religion 
has lost its dignity. As you know the other religions have been touched with innovations and 
idols have replaced the unity of Allah, the Creator of this Universe. They have given more 
priority to those idols than Allah (twa) whereas it is Allah who has provided them with 
everything without them asking for it. Can their idols create even as little as a fly’s foot? Or 
are they aware of their pleas for help in times of difficulty and make those problems go away? 
The wrath of Allah shall become manifest because now in this era He has sent His servant 
(messenger). In the history of humanity, ever since the creation of this universe, there has 
never been the case that when a messenger (of Allah) comes that the people have not rejected, 
mocked, tortured, targeted him (with their reviling and accusations) and turned their backs to 
him. They gave him all kinds of names. The messengers of Allah have not been spared being 
treated as a madman, as a sick man, an addict to drugs, a sorcerer, an adulterer etc. They 
invent all sorts of lies in order to have a pretext not to listen to and obey that messenger (of 
Allah). Like in Surah Al-Baqara the infidels and hypocrites say: “Shall we believe like those 
imbeciles have believed!” Allah says that it is them the imbeciles. They fall into darkness after 
witnessing light. They are struck with lightening which removes their eyesight. This is what 
is happening. Allah never destroys people before sending to them a Warner.     
    
Huzur (atba) thereafter spoke briefly on the meaning of “Al-Baqara”, and the pure milk 
derived from it, the spiritual milk, knowledge. He said that after Surah Al-Fatiha, one gets 
that pure milk (as exposed in Surah Al-Baqara).     
    
4. The situation of the world is worsening whereby countries shall become poorer than 
before. Such acts like kidnapping people from other countries for a big ransom (with 
blackmail) are becoming an actuality. He gave the example of that which happened recently 
in Madagascar when a couple was kidnapped for ransom. If the people are like that, imagine 
what is the state of the government? Do you know in which era such acts were widespread? 
These were an actuality during the birth of Islam with the advent of the Holy Prophet 
Hazrat Muhammad (saws). Huzur (atba) said that the small Muhammad (of this era) has 
made his appearance.     
    
5. Such acts are becoming popular, having gotten the idea with what has happened in 
Madagascar with blackmail and asking for a ransom in different valuable currencies (like the 
English Pound, US Dollars etc.) so that they may get “easy” money. With the economic 
crisis which will worsen, poverty shall also worsen. He precise that Alhamdulillah the 
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situation in Mauritius is still smooth with the blessings of Allah, so to say, because of the 
presence of the messenger of Allah (on its soil), but nevertheless the government (of 
Mauritius) is a corrupted one, filled with defectors and thieves. Mauritius is enjoying a 
special blessing (not being worse like in other countries in the world) because of the rain of 
blessings falling on it (Mauritius). When rain falls, everybody and everything benefit from it, 
be it the fruit tree and also the weeds, and this rain falls everywhere, even in the sewages. 
Despite being corrupted (Government etc.), Mauritius is beneficiating from a divine blessing, 
and rainfall is not because of the efforts of man but verily it is a manifestation of Allah (that 
is falling on the land of Mauritius).     
    
6. There shall be more catastrophes striking the Africans countries. Cannibals shall do 
ravages. There shall be some villages which will become impossible to enter because of this 
problem. People shall not only kill animals but also human like themselves and eat. Huzur 
(atba) then made a parallel happening with that which happened in the times of the Holy 
Prophet of Islam (saws) whereby during the battle between the infidels and the Muslims, 
there was a woman by the name of Hind who ate the liver of Hazrat Hamza (ra), the 
Prophet’s uncle and disciple. This is a sign that the day shall come when this hatred of 
unbelievers for the Muslims shall become widespread and the haters of Islam shall become 
like animals and shall kill humans (Muslims) and eat them (crude).     
    
7. The world has now already reached its peak of development. Only a little light is still 
shining whereas the world is plunged into darkness. If that light extinguishes, everything 
goes upside down. People say that the world is a highly developed one with the best 
technology being available at hand’s reach (by pushing on a button). Huzur (atba) said that 
all these shall be reduced to “zero” (back to the start after it has reached its peak of 
development and highest technologies).     
    
8. Syria:Syria:Syria:Syria: Bombings on Syria and multitudes of deaths. When Syria shall come back to itself 
(its senses), then bear in mind that the third world war is behind the door. The third world 
war shall be so violent that they (the infidels) shall destroy all the reserves of petrol of the 
Muslim Arab countries. They want to finish the riches vouchsafed by Allah to the Muslims. 
If the Muslims lose this favour, then it is partly because of their own faults, because they 
have given the non-believers priority and listened to them while ignoring Muslims like 
themselves and listened to the infidels to fight against and kill their Muslim brothers.     
    
It is a pity. Do the Muslims know how many of their own Muslim brothers they have killed 
through their own fault (when they listened to the infidels)? Verily, they (the Muslims) have 
got all at their disposal: One God (Allah), one same Qibla, the best religion, the greatest 
prophet, the best Holy Book. They perform Hajj together, fast together during the month of 
Ramadan, and pray alike but then they take away the lives of their own Muslim brothers and 
sisters, and they consider some of them non-Muslims! When the infidels see this state of 
affairs, they seize this opportunity to abase Muslims all the more.     
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9. Appeal of Hazrat Khalifatullah Munir A. Azim (atba) to the MuslimsAppeal of Hazrat Khalifatullah Munir A. Azim (atba) to the MuslimsAppeal of Hazrat Khalifatullah Munir A. Azim (atba) to the MuslimsAppeal of Hazrat Khalifatullah Munir A. Azim (atba) to the Muslims:::: Huzur (atba) said, 
“You believe or not, you follow me or not, everybody shall be drowned except those who believe and 
enter the arch along with me. The only thing that shall save you is your attachment to Allah and this 
Humble servant of Allah in this era.” No Ummah, no Muslim shall be saved with what is 
happening except with their reunification under the leadership of Allah and His 
Khalifatullah.     
    
Huzur (atba) appeals to the Muslim World to forget our petty differences and different 
beliefs and to reunite on the unicity of Allah: Laa Ilaaha Illallah and Muhammadur Rasullullah. 
He invites all Muslims to come together with him, putting our heads together and Insha-
Allah through the Ruh-il-Qouddouss, nobody can finish off Islam and nobody can finish off 
any Muslim country in the world.     
    
He said that if they (that is, the Muslims) maintain the establishment of their arrogance, and 
continue to fight against themselves (Muslims killing Muslims) and divide/separate, and if 
after inviting them for unity they plot against this humble self, the Khalifatullah of this era, 
then just too bad, their situation shall worsen.     
    
If we take a look at the Muslims, we see that their honour and dignity is nearly non-existent. 
And when people look at them (the Muslims who have lost all sense of Islamic honour and 
dignity), they feel disgusted or the Muslim becomes an enemy for all great religions. These 
people (that is, the disbelievers) have taken a Muslim and pasted on him the label of terrorist 
on him. They have brainwashed people to think that the Muslim is forcing people to enter 
Islam with the sword. When the Muslims have let go of the true teachings of Islam and 
portrayed the wrong conception of Islam to the people, the latter have gotten the wrong idea 
on Islam, especially on the plural marriages of the Muslims, up to four wives at a time. These 
are such marriages which are legal and pure in the eyes of Allah compared to the illegal sexual 
relations which the non-believers contracts and which attract the anger of Allah upon them.     
    
10. There shall be electrical tempests throughout the world, great floods (both minor and 
major), the striking of more Tsunamis, great earthquakes, airplane crashes (despite all the 
security checking, but at takeoff they shall explode), ship wreckage with loss of many lives, 
cargo ships shall sink at sea whereby people shall lose food (the products of those cargoes), 
due to bomb blast lands shall become uncultivable and generations after generations shall bear 
the consequences of those bomb blasts. There shall be many wars and crimes but those who 
shall suffer the most are the Muslim countries. In all those countries, there shall not be peace. 
Rivers of blood shall float like great floods. Hazrat Khalifatullah (atba) reminds our brothers 
and sisters that a large number of people shall lose their lives.     
    
11. The Muslims shall not want to unite due to their arrogance. There shall be non-Muslim 
countries that shall pretend to be in favour of the Muslims but verily this is a secret strategy 
to finish Islam. They are purely hypocrites, filled with hypocrisy. They smile on the front, 
and talk sweetly to the Muslims and pretend to be one with them but this is not the case. Like 
in the Quran, Allah cites the hypocrites as saying: “We are also with you” but when they meet 
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their friends (the infidels and enemies of Islam), they associate themselves with them and say 
that they were with the believers as an amusement, as a joke. This verse shall become 
manifest, will become true again (and again) throughout the world.  
 
12. Many countries shall witness cases of kidnapping of strangers for ransom. It shall be that 
when someone shall travel to a country, he shall be kidnapped for ransom, while the native of 
that country when he travels abroad, he shall be shot. That is why Islam has put emphasis 
that women should not travel without a guardian. This has become widespread that women 
and young girls travel alone, and yes one can say that the wisdom of someone accompanying 
the woman or girl is primarily to protect her against bad men. The latter can kidnap her, rape 
her and kill her. But nowadays, it is the opposite which is true, whereby it is now women or 
girls who shall approach you, to remove you from the straight path and encourage you to do 
unlawful things. It is the women now who shall do kidnapping! It is the women who shall 
hold the most evil roles, and besides the ones which the Khalifatullah (atba) has already cited, 
there are others.  
 
13. More and more people shall lose jobs.  
 
14. Besides all the catastrophes already mentioned, there shall many people who shall die 
without food.  
 
15. Education, more precisely academic achievements (degrees) shall be obtained, people shall 
learn all sorts of jobs, but jobs shall be scarce. “Sak zako pou protège so montagne” (creole) 
meaning that each person with his own religious belief shall protect people like themselves, of 
their own religious beliefs and community much like the monkeys protect their mountain.  
 
Therefore the Muslims must launch themselves into jobs whereby nobody can touch them, 
and Allah had made that provision for them by giving them the capabilities to do such jobs. 
But the Muslims must know how to use this (these means and capabilities) in a good way. 
Hazrat Muhammad (peace be upon you) advised his Ummah to launch them in commerce.  
 
Why did he say that? As a prophet of Allah he knew that one day would come when people 
shall not tolerate the presence (or existence) of Muslims. One would not see Muslims 
anywhere, be it in the private sector, public sector (Government) and holding therein key 
jobs. But when the Muslims shall (stand on their own) in commerce, nobody shall be able to 
harass and torture them. It shall be the Muslim who shall be the Boss. Allah shall bless their 
work and it is them (the Muslims) who shall obtain riches. And the other people would have 
to come before them and address them as “the Boss”. 
 
13. There shall also be more fires, wildfires also who shall destroy acres of land. When one 
sees those happenings, one should be aware that these are a sign of the wrath of Allah for 
people have turned their backs to Allah. Therefore, it is like that that they shall burn in the 
hereafter.  
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NATIONAL (MAURITIUS)NATIONAL (MAURITIUS)NATIONAL (MAURITIUS)NATIONAL (MAURITIUS) 
 
1. The (actual) Prime Minister and his political party (and the alliance he formed with 
another party, the PMSD) are bringing forward such a political strategy, as if “Hanuman” is 
calling all his associates/army of monkeys! His motto is: “If I have all my Hindus in my hand, I 
will be re-elected!” He is persuaded to “rule” beyond the year 2015. When he says that he is a 
Prime Minister for everyone, every religion, this is purely a hypocritical statement. He 
knows how to fool people from the other religions, but he is putting his likes (from his own 
religion) everywhere in the key jobs. He is talking “coup-d’état” in the Parliament. He is 
therefore putting his men everywhere so that there shall be no “coup d’état”. He is bribing 
people with millions, reshuffling people (in their jobs etc.). From Madagascar he has made 6 
containers of fine wood “Bois de Rose” come to Mauritius, costing millions of rupees, and the 
agreement was signed by the Minister of Finance of that time (2011). Only one or two 
containers came to Mauritius. Where are the remaining ones? It is with the national funds 
that those woods were bought! 
 
If a profound investigation is made on his activities, then there is prison involved for him, 
and it is possible that such prison terms be for life!  
 
He is a hypocritical man, and he talks of Chagos (a small island which once belonged to 
Mauritius but which was afterwards sold to the British by his father), saying that no Prime 
Minister before him has made so much effort to have back Chagos through Court Procedure. 
But his voyages to England are just for show, with him spending his time in amusement. He 
says that even before the Independence of Mauritius, Britain took Chagos in its possession. 
(It is to be known that before its independence on 12 March 1968, Mauritius used to form part of the 
Commonwealth under the ruling of the British) – The Khalifatullah (atba) firmly stated that no 
matter what (plans are made) Chagos shall never return in the possession of Mauritius. He 
(The actual Prime Minister) knows well what has really transpired concerning Chagos and 
the British rights on it. He takes people for fools, being a fool himself and he (the 
Government) is still giving free education, people are not getting any intelligent, instead 
taking him (the Prime Minister) as an example, he is a fool. He thinks he can make people 
learn stupidity.  
 
His father has so-called given free education while he is currently giving free transportation 
(for all students and senior citizens). Mauritius compared to the other great nations, does not 
have any petrol reserve like those, but yet it is giving “free education” and “free transport”?  
 
The price of every commodity is rising day by day (the Khalifatullah has already foretold that 
ever since the beginning of the Divine Manifestation). In countries which have great oil resources, 
they do not pay such exorbitant prices! And people are still considering this Government to 
be perfect!  
 
2. There has been a rise in suicide, crimes, accidents and thefts and the Government is doing 
nothing worthwhile to stop those happenings.  
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According to the Divine Message, nobody can change the (actual) Prime Minister with his 
Labour Party, PMSD, and his alliance party except through duahs with the creation of the 
Jamaat Ul Sahih Al Islam. We have nothing to get out of it, but we have pity for those people 
who are suffering (due to the drastic measures of the present Government). The poor are 
becoming poorer and suffering more, not being able to cope with the rising cost of life. We 
have to fight against the hypocrisy being manifested (by this Government). Only Allah can 
“dethroned” them (the present Government) and bring them to their destruction, towards 
their great humiliation and in such a way that the people (citizens of Mauritius) turn against 
them. Thereafter we shall come to know how many frauds and corruption were done during 
their mandate.  
 
Afterwards the Khalifatullah (atba) explained how he encountered two policemen who were 
confiscating live small fishes in plastic bags from a young man on the street. The young man 
was doing his maximum to strive to work for a living, but the policemen were not letting him 
work. Would they have preferred that the young man did not work and rob others for a 
living? Therefore, when those policemen did not behave well with that youth, Hazrat 
Khalifatullah (atba) could not bear to see that and had to intervene, coming to his defence and 
therefore the policemen had to let the young man go and continue to sell his small fishes.  
    
    


